
Letters & Sounds 
with Pop



This is Pop

Pop is a little white mouse.  

She can be a little bit naughty and sometimes she does silly things but she is here to 
help us with our Phonics.



First Pop would like us to think about the letters and sounds we have learned.

She wants to make sure we can remember the name of each of the letters and the 
sound that letter makes.

Let’s make a start:



My name is . . . and my sound is . . . 

Ss   ss
S snake is in the grass 3 times 1 - Bing video

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=jolly+phonics+songs+s&&view=detail&mid=632B512034FFDD7CAA18632B512034FFDD7CAA18&rvsmid=F9631F766AAD621C99D9F9631F766AAD621C99D9&FORM=VDQVAP


My name is . . . and my sound is . . . 

Cc   Kk   ck
Jolly phonics letter c - Bing video

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=jolly+phonics+songs+c&docid=608027753113780896&mid=3FBF708F3AF85ACECD1E3FBF708F3AF85ACECD1E&view=detail&FORM=VIRE


My name is . . . and my sound is . . . 

Ff   ff
Jolly Phonics ”f” Sounds - Bing video

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=jolly+phonics+songs+f&docid=608034882799009920&mid=96D3CDE23603F774567796D3CDE23603F7745677&view=detail&FORM=VIRE


My name is . . . and my sound is . . . 

Ll  ll
Jolly Phonics “L” Sounds - Bing video

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=jolly+phonics+songs+lyrics&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3djolly%2bphonics%2bsongs%2blyrics%26FORM%3dHDRSC4&view=detail&mid=478E9F3272227395AA12478E9F3272227395AA12&rvsmid=5ECD334045D38EF573415ECD334045D38EF57341&FORM=VDRVRV


My name is . . . and my sound is . . . 

J j
Jolly Phonics J  للصف الأول- Bing video

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=jolly+phonics+songs+j&docid=608007545277253539&mid=F81AE40D1AE2053D2309F81AE40D1AE2053D2309&view=detail&FORM=VIRE


My name is . . . and my sound is . . . 

V v
Jolly Phonics V - Bing video

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=jolly+phonics+songs+v&docid=607991735552901271&mid=82D5D0B605BA54B52F5682D5D0B605BA54B52F56&view=detail&FORM=VIRE


My name is . . . and my sound is . . . 

W w
Jolly Phonics W - Bing video

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=jolly+phonics+songs+w&&view=detail&mid=07DF803ACBEACA0BF8D107DF803ACBEACA0BF8D1&&FORM=VDRVRV


My name is . . . and my sound is . . . 

X x
Jolly Phonics X - Bing video

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=jolly+phonics+songs+x&docid=608049537230767033&mid=9F981E790AB90878D7759F981E790AB90878D775&view=detail&FORM=VIRE


My name is . . . and my sound is . . . 

Zz   zz
Jolly Phonics Z - YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YiSDOn3vWMo


Next Pop wants us to learn about digraphs.

A digraph is when we put two letters together to make a new sound.

Let’s make a start:



ch
JOLLY PHONICS Group 6 ch, - Bing video

Here are two letters that make one sound: 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=jolly+phonics+songs+ch&docid=608039310965409899&mid=42A03D4D535CCE753BBE42A03D4D535CCE753BBE&view=detail&FORM=VIRE


oa
Here are two letters that make one sound: 



ng
Jolly Phonics 'ng' - Bing video

Here are two letters that make one sound: 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=jolly+phonics+songs+ng&&view=detail&mid=AD5FBBE52AE69C564175AD5FBBE52AE69C564175&&FORM=VDRVSR


th
Jolly Phonics /Th/ sound song - Bing video

Here are two letters that make one sound: 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=jolly+phonics+songs+th&docid=608015400842363226&mid=1145D6FE0047179D29DC1145D6FE0047179D29DC&view=detail&FORM=VIRE


er   ur
Here are two letters that make one sound: 



Here are two letters that make one sound: 

qu
Jolly Phonics Phase Two - Bing video

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=jolly+phonics+songs+qu&docid=608056293130044455&mid=DFC93E687CAB708D4FFBDFC93E687CAB708D4FFB&view=detail&FORM=VIRE


oi
Here are two letters that make one sound: 



oo
Here are two letters that make one sound: 



sh
JOLLY PHONICS sh song from Read Australia Having FUN with phonics - Bing video

Here are two letters that make one sound: 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=jolly+phonics+songs+sh&docid=608011973477532754&mid=6BF288571BB4491657D56BF288571BB4491657D5&view=detail&FORM=VIRE


ai
Here are two letters that make one sound: 



ow
Here are two letters that make one sound: 



ee
Here are two letters that make one sound: 



Now Pop wants us to learn about trigraphs.

A trigraph is when we put three letters together to make a new sound.

Let’s make a start:



igh
Here are three letters that make one sound: 



ear
Here are three letters that make one sound: 



air
Here are three letters that make one sound: 



ure
Here are three letters that make one sound: 



Now we have learned all the sounds and all the digraphs and trigraphs that we need to 
be able to read.

Next Pop wants us to push some sound buttons to read some new words.

We use sound buttons to help us to sound out new words then blend the sounds to read 
the word.

Let’s make a start:



peel heel feet



rain gain rail



pain main



see bee free



sight tight night



cow wow how



Pop wants us to write some CVCC words.

These are words that have a consonant, then a vowel, then two consonants.

The vowels are: a e i o u

The consonants are all the other letters in the alphabet.

Let’s have a look:



flop

Today we are going to practise making new words by changing one letter.  Can you write the word 

flop in your phonics book:



plop

What is the initial (first) sound in this word?

It is f.  Can you write the word again but this time change the initial sound to p

What new word have you made?



plod

What is the last sound in this word?

It is p.  Can you write the word again but this time change the initial sound to d

What new word have you made?



prim

We are going to try that again but starting with a different word.  Can you write the word prim in 
your phonics book:



pram

What is the vowel in this word?

Remember the vowels are:     a     e     i     o     u

It is i.  Can you write the word again but this time change the vowel to a

What new word have you made?



tram

What is the initial (first) sound in this word?

It is p.  Can you write the word again but this time change the initial (first) sound to t

What new word have you made?



trim

What is the vowel in this word?

Remember the vowels are:     a     e     i     o     u

It is a.  Can you write the word again but this time change the vowel to i

What new word have you made?



trip

What is the last sound in this word?

It is m.  Can you write the word again but this time change the vowel to p

What new word have you made?



drip

What is the initial (first) sound in this word?

It is t.  Can you write the word again but this time change the vowel to d

What new word have you made?



drop

What is the vowel in this word?

Remember the vowels are:     a     e     i     o     u

It is i.  Can you write the word again but this time change the vowel to o

What new word have you made?



Pop wants us to practise our tricky words.

Tricky words are words in English that we can’t sound out.  We just need to know them.

Let’s make a start:



Tricky words . . . 

was



Tricky words . . . 

my



Tricky words . . . 

you 



Tricky words . . . 

all 



Tricky words . . . 

are 



Tricky words . . . 

be 



Tricky words . . . 

me 



Tricky words . . . 

she 



Tricky words . . . 

we 



Tricky words . . . 

he 



Tricky words . . . 

said



Tricky words . . . 

so



Pop wants us to learn two new tricky words today.

Let’s have a look:



Tricky words . . . 

there



Tricky words . . . 

were



These are the tricky words we have learned this week.  Let’s remind ourselves how to 
spell them . . . 

there



These are the tricky words we have learned this week.  Let’s remind ourselves how to 
spell them . . . 

were



Read the first sentence together then write a sentence in your Phonics book:

Pop said “The tent is flat.”

Pop and Duck can pick up the tent.

“I will pick it up”, said Pop.


